
An ashram-dwelling ascetic woman’s eyes, closed in meditation, time and again open 
with a start.  That ascetic woman’s name is Shruvavati.

In front of the ashram is a forest garden.  Seeming to startle that forest garden’s shady 
calm, roams a mysterious gleam of earrings.  Shruvavati feels that from the breast of space a 
radiant curiosity arriving on earth wanders, searching the heart of the densely-shaded coolness 
of the forest garden’s neem, champak, and blue ashok.

Sage Bharadwaj has left for the Himalayas to undertake a very difficult penance. 
Alone in the ashram huts lives his ascetic daughter Shruvavati.  Looking at the face of yellow-
silk-clad single-plaited Shruvavati her father Bharadwaj has left, unperturbed.  Seeing that 
virgin Shruvavati, observing stern celibacy, is overthrowing all the imaginings of her desire-
filled mind, Bharadwaj has been glad.  Bharadwaj has seen before leaving, that virgin, lovely 
as the night melting into dawn, every limb of whose is bewildered with youth’s bloom, that 
virgin willfully remains dull like a pale golden streak at the foot of the shady ashram trees.

Sage Bharadwaj has gone away.  The sleepless Savitar spinning on the wheel of time 
has created many days, nights, minutes and seconds.  And ascetic Shruvavati, too, has practised 
much ascesis.  On the forest’s breast, beautified with the sport of the six seasons, the luster of 
many colours and many perfumes have come and gone.  Nothing could agitate ascetic 
Shruvavati’s meditating eyes at any moment.

But who knows what was there in that day’s light, air and water!  One dawn, an eye-
entrancing mysterious gleam of earrings came to turn the look in ascetic Shruvavati’s waking 
eyes deep with momentary bewilderment.  It raised in those two bewildered eyes the rapture of 
a new meditation.  In how many dawns like this has Shruvavati bathed in the murmuring 
stream in the seclusion of the forest’s breast and, crushing with indifferent feet innumerable 
pictures of radiance in pearl-sprinkled gravel, returned to the ashram hut.  The curiosity in her 
eyes could not be startled by that gravel’s pearly radiance.  Those lovely eyes are filled with 
wonder to see the radiance of those earrings.  Who is this traveller?  Like a form created of 
startling golden rays leaves scattering an ebullient picture of youthful loveliness!  Where did he 
come from and where did he go away, that radiantly lovely beautiful one?  How much more 
entrancing than the radiance of jewelled earrings is the light of his eyes!

Ascetic Shruvavati seems to hear in her heart’s agitated breathing the echo of that 
question and that wonder.  Like a trysting woman frightened by the sound of her own bracelets, 
Shruvavati starts and feels ashamed.  The anchorite’s burden of matted plaits seems to thrill 
and fall in ringlets.  Swiftly Shruvavati runs away.  Even reaching the shaded seclusion of the 
ashram but Shruvavati seems to seek something.  As if to hide a terrible confusion of her 
momentarily bewildered eyes the ascetic seeks a shelter of deeper darkness.

Regaining poise, ascetic Shruvavati sits to meditate.  But she understands that the fancy 
of an exceedingly harsh cruelty has been fulfilled by the light of today’s dawn.  From the 
corners of Shruvavati’s eyes two tear-drops, like hot camphor, are shed, moistening the edge of 
the distracted ascetic’s silk garment.



Truly, in the ascetic woman’s eyes the rapture of a new dream thrills.  Shruvavati 
cannot forget and no longer wages fruitless war against her own heart.  Who is he?  Why did he 
come, from where did he come and where did he go away?  It seems as if in that man’s two 
eyes the nectar of all the azure of the sky lies gathered.  Who knows, carrying a thirst for which 
dark, cool greenery of this mortal world that man of vast beauty roams about in the shades of 
the forest garden.

Covered in yellow silk cloth a lover’s desire is engaged in ascesis every moment. 
Shruvavati believes this new ascesis of hers will not be fruitless.  Looking at the ashram’s trees, 
creepers and flowers Shruvavati can see the mortal world’s desires engaged in an eternal 
ascesis for welcoming a beautiful beloved into their lives.  It seems verily because the parched 
dust particle is calling with all its deepest cravings that the sky-faring cloud, coming in effusive 
molten streams, falls lovingly on the ground.  The south wind hears the vine’s invitation, the 
dawning sun hears the call of the tender leaf.  Should a mortal woman’s desire call to her life’s 
dear beloved incessantly in silent ascesis like the earth’s flower, creeper and sapling, then can 
he refrain from coming?  Filling her closed eyes with the rapture of an ineffable dream, within 
her very heart Shruvavati can perceive the gleam of that beloved’s earrings.

Perhaps an ashram-dwelling mortal woman’s desire’s ascesis will be successful.  Eyes 
closed in meditation suddenly awaken with a start and it seems to Shruvavati as if that radiance 
of earrings has come to stand near.  Eagerly Shruvavati strains to hear, as if crossing the 
borders of the ashram’s courtyard, gifting the music of gentle, joyous footsteps in the breast of 
the shadowy forest garden’s silent breeze a wayfarer departs.  Cursing the misfortune of her 
two closed eyes, heavy with the languor of dreams, Shruvavati comes to stand outside the 
ashram courtyard and stares with the thirst of two waking eyes at the forest garden.

Like the forest delicately multi-hued with the sport of the six seasons, yellow-silk-clad 
beloved Shruvavati’s inner world too assumes lovely forms in a festival of varied wondrous 
desires.  Heating the heavy perfume of the paatal flower, summer makes its appearance.  The 
rude wind swiftly scattering the forest’s heaps of dry leaves spreads a plaintive outcry.  It 
seems as if in the dry bamboo groves the wailing of flame-churned ribs echoes.  At the furious 
frenzy of the dust thrown up from the breast of the forest garden afflicted by the noonday sun 
Shruvavati keeps gazing unblinkingly with the burning eagerness of both dilated eyes.  She can 
see the gleam of that handsome one’s earrings seems to have won the tender affection of an 
uddalak’s shade not far away.  Shruvavati’s mind says, Come near, wayfarer!  The ascetic’s  
burden of matted plaits will at once flow down to spread out a vast shade of tresses.  Savouring  
all the coolness and tenderness of that shade may you be glad.

At the thunder of the monsoon clouds the female swallow’s joy echoes in the sky. 
Shruvavati yet standing at the edge of the ashram courtyard can see that traveller, whose body 
burgeons thrillingly with blossoms, standing near the kadamba tree.  Bathed in fresh showers 
the blades of grass on the breast of the forest land glisten like lapis lazuli and the intoxicating 
call of the peacock resonates.  On Shruvavati’s burden of matted plaits moist, delightful bracts 



of arjun scatter.  Without hesitation, not feeling the slightest diffidence, the ascetic with 
unbound eagerness stretching forth her hands picks up that bract.  She wishes making this 
delightful bract of arjun into ornaments for her ears, to prove false at this instant this ascetic’s 
attire and to rush to that very person the beloved radiance of whose earrings now gleam in the 
dense shade of that kadamba.  But Shruvavati cannot.  Like the ashram’s flowers, creepers and 
saplings the desire of the mortal women too seems to summon the desired one only with silent 
looks, Come near, traveller, and taking this moist bract of arjun with your own hands hang  
them from the two ears of this ascetic woman.

In the clouds wreathed on the autumnal sky’s canvas and the breast of the earth’s 
vernal kaash forest the joy of a festival of immaculate whiteness arises.  The saptaparni at the 
edge of the forest set aquiver by the wind, the vernal vigour of the garden’s kovidar and the 
grove’s kurubak waxes in ebullience.  The blue of the blue lotus and the crimson of the 
bandhuli blossom bloom even more deeply.  The breeze thrilled with the juice of the earth, 
agitated with the cackling of swans on the banks of the lake and the autumnal paddy’s 
fragrance, seems as though to shower the ebullience of melodious music and rapture of an 
intimate perfume within Shruvavati, the ascetic-of-love.  Shruvavati can see that the gleam of 
that traveller’s earrings has neared.  In the restless shade of the kovidar’s quivering leaves the 
traveller is standing.  Shruvavati’s mind says, Come near and feel, traveller, only for you what  
unbearable agitation the breeze of this meditation-bereft meditator’s breast is suffering!

On the female ascetic’s delicate cheeks the playful winter wind scatters newly 
blossoming lodhra’s pollen.  Limbs thrilled with the moisture of dew, the doe speeds along the 
forest path.  On the priyangu vine’s body pale vanity quivers.  Though her heart startles at the 
call of herons, the gaze of ascetic Shruvavati’s unblinking eyes stares with the same 
unwavering eagerness at the forest avenue.  Nearer, yet nearer has approached that traveller’s 
form, desired by all the moment’s of Shruvavati’s hopes.  That crimson of the forest avenue’s 
kimshuk which blazes like a tongue of flame, near that kimshuk flames that gleam of earrings. 
On the female ascetic’s delicate cheeks the kisses of lodhra pollen remain.  That pollen-filled 
trace of kisses Shruvavati does not wish to wipe off, nor is she able to.  Shruvavati’s mind says, 
Come near and know, traveller, this pollen-filled trace of kisses on the ascetic’s cheeks only  
your lips have the right to wipe off by a sudden kiss.

The branches of the forest avenue, injured by the claws of the icy-thorned winter wind, 
losing the profusion of green leafage become destitute; but the female ascetic’s eyes’ curiosity 
is not exhausted.  Bearing the fragrance of the sugar-cane forest in its breast, the lazy winter 
breeze suddenly grows agitated and ascetic Shruvavati’s eyes too, becoming restless only 
notice that the gleam of that traveller’s earrings, reaching the ashram’s naktamaal grove’s 
sparsely shaded seclusion, is still.  The edge of the female ascetic’s yellow silk garment as if in 
bearing the thrill of its own loosened modesty has become even more numb and disturbed. 
Shruvavati’s mind says, Coming near be happy, traveller.  Slice the bonds of this female  
ascetic’s yellow silk covering.  Proving false the desire of the destitute winter wind, sharpening  



the desire of your two heated and intoxicated arms, adorn with nail-marks the benumbed body  
of this female ascetic awaiting only your love.

Sprouting the hopes of the ashram courtyard’s blue ashok tree, appear the days of 
spring redolent with cuckoo-call.  The branches of mango trees bowing under the weight of 
coppery leaves are as though full of eagerness wishing to clasp to their breast the nectar of all 
the world’s humming of bees and cooing of birds to make them their very own.  Shruvavati can 
see, that traveller desired of her sleepless eyes’ penance, truly making all the beauty of the 
spring day honeyed with the loveliness of his gentle smile, has come to stand before her.

The laughter of the visitor’s earrings’ radiance grows even more luminous.  “Paining 
life and youth in the chains of that yellow silk garment and burden of matted plaits for what 
enjoyment are you practicing penance, daughter of Bharadwaj?”

Shruvavati says, “This yellow silk garment and burden of matted plaits have kept secret 
the desire of a woman’s body, mind and heart.  Forgive, holy one, this false ascetic’s false 
suffering, dress and penance.”

The amazement in the visitor’s eyes seems to flash with unbearable curiosity, “Do you 
desire my love?”

“Yes, dear guest.”
“You know my identity?”
“No.  I have never had the good fortune of knowing it.  I do not even wish to know it, 

brilliant one.  I only know, snatching away from ascetic Shruvavati’s eyes all her meditation, 
the dear form which has raised in those eyes the rapture of an intensely honeyed dream, that 
form is indeed your form.  Proving false the error of the heart darkened by the erroneous 
ascesis of a woman vowed to celibacy, it is indeed your earrings’ radiance that has illuminated 
the dream of ashram-dwelling Shruvavati’s eyes.  Ascetic has turned lover.”

“You are mistaken, ashram-dwelling woman.  I did not have any wish to frustrate the 
ascesis of your purity or ignorance, your truth or falsehood.”

“I cannot understand my error, great one.  Tell me, seeking which creeper’s refreshing 
greenery the gleam of your bejewelled earrings has been roaming in the shade of this forest 
avenue for so many days?”

“For no refreshing greenery of this mortal world is there any thirst in my heart and 
eyes, rishi’s daughter.  There is only curiosity.”

“What sort of curiosity is this?”
“Merely curiosity.  For whom or for what an ashram-dwelling woman of this earth 

practises ascesis, only to satisfy that one curiosity have the eyes of Indra, lord of gods, looked 
towards sage Bharadwaj’s ashram.”

Shruvavati’s eyes start in wonder.  “You are lord of gods, Indra?”
Indra laughs aloud.  “Yes, Shruvavati.  Heaven’s ruler Vasav’s eyes merely wish to 

know this much: in which earthly male or female ascetic’s ascesis lies the desire for heaven.”



“The eyes of Shruvavati the ascetic meditate on nothing other than a dream, and in that 
dream there is not the slightest trace of desire for heaven, Vasav.”

Like a lightning flash of flickering scorn, the curiosity in Indra’s eyes seems to long to 
expose the error of this mortal woman’s pride related with such sweetness.  Indra says, “You 
do not wish for heaven, but with the desire of winning the love of heaven’s lord Vasav you 
have wrapt life and youth’s craving in an obsessive dream.  How strange your dream is, 
Shruvavati!”

“You are mistaken in understanding the dream of an ashram-dwelling earthly woman, 
ruler of heaven.  Not heaven, nor even the ruler of heaven Indra; it is the enchanting youthful 
glory of the body of a beautiful traveller treading this very earth’s forest avenues that 
Shruvavati has loved as the garden’s madhavi loves the beauty of its nearby mango tree’s 
youthful form.  I have never wanted heaven, nor even heaven’s lord.  At no moment any day 
has it seemed that in the shadows of the forest trees he whose earrings’ gleam roams raising 
radiant joy, is the immortal world’s Vasav eulogized by gods.  My eyes’ expectation has 
wanted only him who has filled my eyes with wonder, with desire, instant bewilderment tinged 
with attraction for the first time.  A traveller on the forest avenues has become the traveller of 
my eyes’ avenue.  It is for this traveller indeed that this ashram-dwelling woman has been 
waiting in ascesis for so long.”

“In such waiting there is no sense, Shruvavati.”
“My waiting has been fruitful, Vasav.”
“What do you wish to say, Shruvavati?”
“A woman of this earth am I.  Like the desires of all the flowers and shoots of this earth 

coloured by the sport of the six seasons, my desire too, has at every moment practised the 
ascesis of waiting.  And that waiting has been successful too.  The noonday breath of my life 
has today found the fragrance of honeyed spring nearby.  You have come, you have not been 
able to spurn an earthly woman’s waiting, lord of heaven.”

“Lord of heaven Vasav’s eyes have not come before you carrying any rapture, 
Shruvavati.  Not drawn by your waiting, I have merely come to satisfy my curiosity.”

Distressed like the noon-scorched forest creeper, Shruvavati only stands silently.  Indra 
says, “Heaven does not descend, attracted by earth’s waiting, rishi’s daughter.  Discard the 
error of such an impossible hope, daughter of Bharadwaj.”

Silent as before, as if to suffer the shame of this erroneous impossible hope, Shruvavati 
keeps standing with bowed head.

Indra says, “Do not hope for love from heaven’s ruler Indra, lovely woman dwelling on 
earth.  If you so wish, then hope for Indra’s grace.”

Shruvavati looks up.  “Grace?”
“Yes, rishi’s daughter.  Heaven can only pity this earth, be kind, bestow boons. 

Nothing more than that.  No love, amour and desire of this earth has the right to demand more 
than that either.”



“What kindness do you wish to do in this ashram-dwelling earthly woman’s life, 
Vasav?”

“If you desire to gain a place in heaven, practice ascesis, daughter of Bharadwaj.  In 
due time and at the end of your penance you will gain a place in heaven.  Hearing these words 
of grace of Indra, lord of gods, be glad now Shruvavati.”

“Hearing your words of grace I am glad, Vasav, but my life’s desire does not wish for 
this grace of yours.”

The surprise in Indra’s mind is expressed as a frown.  “What is your life’s desire?”
“Glorifying all the eagerness in the two eyes of this ashram-dwelling earthly woman, 

near the blue ashok’s shade you will come and stand once again, and Bharadwaj’s daughter 
Shruvavati wiping away this mistaken ascetic’s image like a bride on the wedding night will 
come to stand before you to welcome the breast of the beloved.”

“Admirable is your desire’s daring.  But listen, daringly hoping woman, there is no 
interest in heaven’s mind for obeying earth’s commands.”

Shruvavati’s eyes grow tearful.  “No command, Vasav.  Earth’s love has bloomed in 
this ashram-dwelling woman’s heart as worship.  This wish is a worshipping woman’s wish.”

“You do not wish to go to heaven, yet wish to draw heaven near; this strange worship 
is no worship, Shruvavati.  It is an insult for heaven.”

“Not insult, Vasav, this worship is transcendent worship.”
“What worship is that?”
“I am an earthly woman bereft of immortality.  The honeyed sweetness of a moment I 

make endless.  In everlasting separation I find the taste of everlasting union.  For a fleeting 
blessed meeting I wait till the last instant of mortal life.  My transcendent worship incessantly 
summons verily he who is present, offers greetings to the pure, bathes the immaculate, adorns 
the beautiful, presents offerings to the ever-satisfied, circles the infinite, paeans with hymns the 
very Vedas and worships the self-expressed, and is happy.  It is to get closer to the heart that 
earthly life makes heaven a little smaller by applying earth to it, ruler of heaven.  Shruvavati’s 
love, too, wishes to see in front of her eyes heaven’s lord Vasav near this dusty earth’s tree-
shade like a dear guest.”

“That cannot be, Shruvavati.  You must give up this desire of yours for love.  Even an 
instant’s curiosity of the life of heaven’s ruler will not, even by mistake, desiring love ever 
return to stand near your ashram’s blue ashok’s shade.”

“But I shall wait in expectation, Vasav.”
The false female ascetic’s burden of matted plaits seems to horripilate with the ardour 

of a new vow.  Noticing this, Indra is surprised and annoyed and the trace of disbelieving scorn 
laughs on the lips of heaven’s lord.  “How long will you wait, mortal woman?”

Shruvavati says, “Till the last instant of this mortal life.”
Vasav leaves.  The blue ashok’s shade in the same steadfast manner sprawls on the 

ground.



Sped by time’s wheel sleepless sun creates days, nights, minutes and seconds and ruler 
of heaven Vasav one day hearing the echo of a curiosity within his very own being starts and is 
surprised.  Is an ashram-dwelling woman of earth standing even now in eager expectation near 
the blue ashok’s shade to hear heaven’s ruler Vasav’s footsteps?  Impossible, Vasav cannot 
believe, and throwing a scowl at this useless curiosity Vasav tries to be content.  It seems the 
love and waiting of that women of the earthly world like the evanescent flowering loveliness of 
the forest vine has, in that very spring’s stormy lamentation at Chaitra’s end, come to an end. 
Waiting only for waiting’s sake, a declaration of an ashram-dwelling woman’s such great 
arrogance has been shattered by its very own fancifulness.

Still Vasav wishes to know, the love of that woman of speech melodious like singing 
cuckoo’s song, becoming a new song on this new spring’s dawn near that blue ashok’s shade, 
bows to which new visitor?  In the forest’s seclusion, on the path along the ruby-red river-bank 
that youthful virgin’s tryst etching lac-marks rushes to gain which new beloved’s embrace? 
Gazing with still eyes at the mirror-like water of the forest lake, noticing which lover’s teeth-
etched portrait of kisses on delicate cheeks adorned with lodhra powder, does the woman 
laugh?  Curiosity, too intense curiosity.  Heaven’s ruler Vasav’s eyes seem to grow restless to 
look at a forest avenue of the far-off mortal world.

Vasav does not delay any more.  The exultation of heaven’s ruler’s chariot-wheels 
speeds with intoxicated rapture and approaching that forest-avenue grows calm.  Vasav can see 
in the courtyard of that far-off ashram near that very blue ashok’s shade as a shadowy form 
stands an unmoving female ascetic’s destitute and unadorned image.

Vasav is astonished.  For truly is Shruvavati suffering endless waiting for the love of a 
wayfarer adored by the first enraptured look!  Is there truly no craving in Shruvavati’s mind for 
heaven?

Indra’s curiosity grows anxious to seek the answers to all questions of this agitated 
heart of his.  To test the dedication of Bharadwaj-daughter Shruvavati’s love and expectancy 
with a lovely illusion, Indra makes preparations.  The radiant earrings’ gems are hidden away. 
Indra assumes the guise of a forest-dwelling rishi youth.

Slowly, through the shaded pleasantness of the forest avenue Indra, shrouded in 
enchantment, advances.  A rishi youth of attractive appearance – sacred thread on his neck, 
triple ash marks on forehead, matted mane on head, crystal in ears, sanyasi’s staff in hand and 
black deer-skin on shoulder.  Spurting forth the curiosity of two thirsty eyes towards a blue 
ashok’s shade in a remote ashram courtyard keeps advancing, it seems, a thirst-wracked image 
of this forest world.

But the blue ashok’s shade does not startle.  In the yellow-silk-clad female ascetic’s 
burden of matted plaits no thrill of wonder awakes.  Lifting up an unperturbed calm gaze at the 
newcomer rishi-youth’s face silently Shruvavati conveys respects.



The rishi youth says, “I am the ascetic Vashishtha.”
“I am Bharadwaj’s daughter Shruvavati.”
“I am a guest in your ashram, Shruvavati.  I do expect all the cordial reception due to a 

guest from you indeed, ashram-dwelling lady.”
“All the cordial reception due to a guest shall assuredly be yours, rishi.”
The joy in young Vashishtha’s eyes suddenly grows languid with a profound, 

intoxicating appeal.  Distressed like a heat-afflicted forest deer, Vashishtha draws even closer 
to the shade of the blue ashok.  In a voice brimming with love Vashishtha calls, “Shruvavati!”

“Command me, rishi.”
“Not just the courtesies due to a guest.  Assure me, Shruvavati, that by your warm 

hospitality all the guest’s expectations will be gratified.”
“Forgive me rishi, do not expect such an assurance from Bharadwaj’s daughter.”
“Accept all my merit, Shruvavati.  In return only assure me you will be the companion 

of all my life’s happiness.”
“Forgive me, virtuous one.  By fruitlessly making such a terrible request do not pain 

the peace of an ashram-dwelling woman’s heart.”
“Do not be anguished without cause, Shruvavati.  As Vashishtha’s beloved, becoming 

meritorious with Vashishtha’s merit, reaching heaven gain a life of everlasting ease.  My 
satiation will become your salvation itself, Shruvavati.”

“In my heart, there is no greed for heaven, no delight and no weeping.”
“No greed for heaven perhaps, let me hear you declare boldly, woman of this nectar-

less earth, there is no greed in your heart and in the blood of this youthful body of yours 
beautifully shy like a lotus closing in twilight, for an infatuated man’s love?”

“There is, rishi.  That man who, snatching away all the meditation from the eyes of 
yellow-silk-clad ascetic Shruvavati, has filled those eyes with sweet dreams of love, for his 
love alone am I greedy.”

“Who is he?”
“Vasav.”
In false Vashishtha’s eyes it seems that the wonder of a muted yet incredulous belief 

flashes and gradually, the piercing curiosity in his eyes turns calm and tender.  He questions, 
“You have loved Vasav, mortal woman?”

“Yes, rishi.”
“For what?”
“For love.”
“But do you truly believe, Shruvavati, lord of heaven Vasav will ever come to a hut on 

dusty earth to accept a rishi-daughter’s gift of love?”
“In mortal woman’s life what is the need for so mighty a faith, rishi?  Mortal life 

knows only to love for the sake of love alone.  I do not know why and how heavenly life 
loves.”



“Heavenly life becomes only happy by loving and loves to become happy.”
“I am an ashram-dwelling mortal woman in pain for loving Vasav; still, I love.”
Vashishtha’s two eyes seem again to become stern at the blow of this mortal love’s 

arrogance.  The desire for an even harder test arises impatiently in false Vashishtha’s eyes. 
Shattering this arrogance of mortal woman’s love by the blow of another difficult illusion and 
thereafter, with a smile, pleasing the loving mortal woman with compassion and consolation 
and gratifying her, heaven’s lord will return to heaven.

In a voice foaming like angry waves Vashishtha commands, “Only the hospitality due 
to a visitor do I hope from you, Shruvavati.  More than that I do not hope for.”

“Speak, what hospitality will please you, rishi?”
Vashishtha taking out five berries from his water-pot, tells Shruvavati, “Cook these 

five berries, Shruvavati.  It is these well-cooked five berries that are my daily diet.  Taking my 
food definitely before sunset I wish to be satisfied, rishi-daughter.”

“So be it, rishi.”
“But there is one condition, Shruvavati.”
“Speak.”
“Should you be unable to satisfy the guest even with this slight hospitality, Shruvavati, 

then you shall also have to accept the distressed and insulted guest’s curse, too.”
Surprised, Shruvavati asks, “Curse?”
“Yes.  Can you imagine what curse I shall pronounce?”
“No.  Please tell me.”
“That which is adored by your love, Vasav, you shall forget forever.”
“Cruel rishi!”  Shruvavati’s quivering voice echoes like a tormented outcry.  The next 

instant, at the touch of the cool breath of the blue ashok’s fluttering leaves, Shruvavati’s 
frightened heart’s torment becomes calm.  Looking towards the shaded interior of the remote 
forest avenue Shruvavati seems to muse on something.  Slowly, the joy of a calm and firm 
resolve seems to appear on her lips.

Shruvavati says, “Please wait, rishi.  Before sunset indeed you shall receive the food 
you have desired.”

Shruvavati enters the hut, and standing alone near the shade of the blue ashok in false 
Vashishtha’s eyes that cruel amusement blazes even more fiercely.  The illusion of Indra’s 
enchantment has attacked once more the arrogance of an ashram-dwelling mortal woman’s 
love.  Taking five magic berries Shruvavati has gone inside the hut.  No fire’s heat can cook 
those magic berries.

The noonday sun is advancing towards the western horizon.  The afternoon light 
becomes dim.  The impending evening’s crimson blooms atop the mountain peak behind which 
the sun sets.  By the play of Indra’s magic in an instant all firewood vanishes from the ashram 
hut.  With amused unblinking eyes false Vashishtha keeps staring at the hut’s entrance.  He 
hopes that Shruvavati, unable to cook the magic berries, becoming oblivious of her heart’s 



desired, will emerge from within the hut.  She will come and look at false Vashishtha’s face. 
How much longer?  The last ray of the tired sun quivers and trembles to take leave and 
disappear below the horizon’s mountain peak.

But how is it?  Why does no tormented shriek arise even now from the breast of that 
silent hut?  Or, with the fresh curiosity of an empty oblivious heart why does that woman not 
come even now step by step towards the blue ashok’s shade?

False Vashishtha, unable to bear this curiosity within him, comes to stand at the door of 
the hut.

Suddenly insidious Vashishtha’s restless, wondering body is transfixed like a wooden 
image.  At the touch of another fiercely blazing wonder all amusement is shed from false 
Vashishtha’s eyes.

Disguised Vashishtha can see loving Shruvavati’s eyes and lips are smiling sweetly. 
The yellow-silk-clad woman is staring at the fire-pit as if to offer her very own body to 
compensate the dearth of fuel.  A vow-dedicated woman of mortal life seems to be prepared to 
turn her life’s so very dear body, blossoming with youth, in a moment’s intoxicated sport, into 
ashes and embers.  Shruvavati is prepared to scorch to ashes false Vashishtha’s curse in the 
flames of a supreme mockery.  How adamantine is the arrogance of this earth’s clay!

False Vashishtha’s sight is horrified.  He can see step by step with the same sweetly 
smiling eyes and lips and the pride of a calm resolve Shruvavati is advancing towards the fire-
pit.  With swift steps insidious Vashishtha enters the hut and to halt Shruvavati, says, “Stop, 
Shruvavati!”

“I cannot stop, rishi.  Do not try to obstruct.”
“Woman of earth’s short-spanned life, why do you forget life’s value?”
“The life of this earth’s ashram-dwelling woman named Shruvavati is of no value if 

that life remains alive forgetting her own love’s adored Vasav.  That life even for a moment I 
do not wish to bear, rishi.”

The intense curiosity in the disguised Vashishtha’s eyes seems to bloom suddenly with 
the joy of a tender belief.  In a tender voice he says, “Be calm, discard all your heart’s sorrows, 
Shruvavati.  Today, heaven’s lord believes that an earthly ashram-dwelling yellow-silk-clad 
rishi’s daughter has truly loved that wayfarer Vasav desired by every moment of her life.  This 
woman does not want anything in return, she does not expect favour, present, gift; even 
heaven’s mind cannot scorn the value of this anguished love of mortal woman.”

“Why are you announcing rishi, the state of heaven’s mind and of Vasav’s belief?”
In false Vashishtha’s eyes a lovely smile of tender amusement brightens.  “I am neither 

rishi, nor even Vashishtha; I am heaven’s ruler Vasav.”
“Dear Vasav!”  The delight of fruitful waiting of a woman practicing ascesis for love 

rises effusively in amorous tones.  Pouring all desire from smiling eyes Shruvavati keeps 
gazing at Vasav’s face.  No more hesitation.  At this instant, effortlessly taking up a wedding 
garland in her hands Shruvavati can touch the beloved’s neck.  As though Shruvavati’s eyes 



have been able to see the assurance of a full moon.  From a modest lover’s heart afflicted by 
the bonds of yellow silk garments and burden of matted plaits all shy modesty, at the touch of a 
single loving call from the beloved’s throat, will vanish.  Just one summons.  To hear just one 
word of endearment from the beloved’s throat all the thirst of Shruvavati’s heart seems to be 
straining eagerly.  The moment that summons is voiced, casting away all hesitation, a yellow-
silk-clad ashram-dwelling mortal woman casting, at this instant, the burden of matted plaits, on 
heaven’s lord Vasav’s breast will be satiated.

Shruvavati, a rishi-daughter blooming with youth, seems to be watching, standing in a 
momentary dream’s honeyed sweetness, lodhra dust is falling on her delicate cheeks, the mark 
of sandalwood-paste has appeared on them, the burden of matted plaits has melted away, locks 
adorned with the beauty of red amaranth has dressed the beloved in the adornments of the 
bridal night.

Vasav calls, “Shruvavati!”
The sweetness of Shruvavati’s momentary dream is pained.  What sort of summons is 

this?  As though among hundreds of millions of women living on earth Vasav is uttering the 
name of one woman.  In that summons the intoxication of a lover’s eager impatience does not 
resonate.

Again Vasav says, “Be reassured, daughter of Bharadwaj.  Hearing from heaven’s lord 
Vasav the words of a boon, be pleased.”

In a tormented voice Shruvavati questions, “Words of a boon?”
“Yes, Shruvavati.  I do believe you love me.  Hence I grant you this boon that you, 

after your death, reaching heaven will be my wedded beloved.”
The mind of heaven has been compassionate.  Pleasing earth’s love with a promise of a 

reward the ruler of heaven wishes to leave.  “Beloved Shruvavati,” this acknowledgment was 
not voiced from heaven’s mouth.  In no instant of this life of hers will Shruvavati hear such a 
call.

After death!  It seems a loudly uttered harshly mocking promise.  The sufferings of 
Shruvavati’s wounded mind laugh silently within her mind.  Heaven’s male even now, after 
being adored by the prayer of this earth’s hut-dwelling woman’s love-overcome eyes, is unable 
to say these words, “I love you.”  Is heaven’s love so icy?  Is everything of painless heaven just 
stone?

Shruvavati says, “Your words of boon are like words of doom for my expectation, 
Vasav.”

“What do you wish to say, rishi-daughter?”
“You are asking me to wait till death, Vasav, but there is no sense in such a waiting any 

more.”
“Why?”
Shruvavati says, “If Vasav accepts my wedding garland after my death, this earthly 

mortal woman is not ready to embrace him as her companion.”



The inner peace of the ruler of the city of immortals, lord of god Indra, is again 
disturbed by the arrogant blow of a mortal woman’s complicated love.

Vasav says, “On an auspicious moment, standing near the parijat’s shade in heaven’s 
forest avenue, you, Shruvavati, will place the wedding garland round the neck of heaven’s ruler 
Vasav.  For gaining this supremely desirable goal at the end of this painful, miserable life on 
earth, with a heart full of respect, keep waiting like an ascetic.”

In Shruvavati’s eyes a strange moist radiance of laughter flashes.  “From my life you 
have snatched away even the painful joy of waiting, Vasav.  Let the parijat’s shade keep 
heaven’s forest avenue pleasant and fragrant.  Earth’s loving woman, with her expectation-less 
life’s vacancy will vanish near that blue ashok’s shade.  Before surrendering the last breath to 
earth’s breast, I shall only say, I do not want heaven, not even heaven’s ruler.  I love my  
earthly forest-avenue’s wayfarer Vasav.”

“Most impudent is the arrogance of your love’s expectancy.  More impudent than that 
Is the arrogance of your desire-less love.  Earthly woman, scorning heaven’s promise you have 
preferred even dusty, miserable death.  Do not hope for any further compassion from heaven’s 
ruler.  Give me leave, Shruvavati.”

Vasav departs.

Sleepless sun sped by time’s wheel creates seconds, minutes, days and nights.  And in 
an ashram courtyard of earth near a blue ashok’s shade, like a faint moonray thrown by the new 
moon, every day thinner and yet thinner grows the body of a woman vowed to fasting.  Before 
welcoming death on the pleasant earthy bed in the blue ashok’s shade as though the lover 
Shruvavati is celebrating her wedding night with a beloved dream.  The hut at whose entrance 
the beloved’s footsteps will never be heard in this life, not even for a moment of that life 
without expectation can be borne for an instant.

Not an ascetic’s form, Shruvavati, as though adorning herself in her last dream’s 
loveliness, is lying on the very ground, a colourful and fragrant flower like mortal aspiration’s 
offering.  Not yellow silk garment, nor matted burden of hair.  A loving woman as if on her last 
tryst arriving under this blue ashok’s shade has achieved union with the beloved.  With kurubak 
in coiffure and lodhra powder on cheeks, as though a crimson-clad beauty of the wedding-
night, tired out, is lying collapsed on the ground.

The butterfly’s pollen-decked wings perfume the coiffure of that woman at death’s 
door.  Bees scattered lotus pollen on the crimson garment’s border rolling on the ground.  On 
the face of the woman awaiting death sometimes radiance of dawn and sometimes the 
moonlight of the white fortnight laughs.

And standing near the parijat’s shade in heaven’s forest avenue, thunderbolt-wielding 
Vasav’s heart becomes agitated with an unbearable curiosity.  It seems as if an ashram’s 
courtyard of the mortal world wrapped in blue ashok-shade has thrown a fistful of burning 



embers on the breast of heaven’s ruler.  Hence time and again he recalls and repeatedly tries to 
calm his unbearable curiosity.  Scorning heaven’s promise, spurning the glory of adorning 
Vasav’s left side, holding the momentary bewilderment of life’s first love as an everlasting 
dream in her eyes, has the death-vowed woman truly fallen asleep in the lap of earth?

Heaven’s curiosity about earth!  Too unbearable is this burning, this restless curiosity. 
It seems to Vasav, a woman of nectar-less earth as if greeting death with a casual sporting 
gesture, wants to afflict the very immortality of all the joys of nectareous heaven.  He wishes to 
see that strange glorious picture of earthly love’s lovely arrogance.  Two celestial eyes of 
grace, compassion and nobility grow greedy.  For a blue ashok’s shade on the mortal world the 
curiosity of heaven’s ruler’s troubled mind grows thirsty.

Churning the interior of the sky sounds the vibrating outcry of Vasav’s chariot wheels. 
On the tops of the forest trees of the mortal world the evening’s moonlight scatters its rays, as 
though the celestial world’s distressed heart thirsty to win affection is seeking the grounds 
verdurous breast.  Vasav’s chariot rushing like uncontrollable curiosity comes to stand upon the 
dust of the forest avenue.  He looks towards the silent and still ashram-courtyard’s blossoming 
blue ashok.  The radiance of Vasav’s earrings seems, like pained moonlight, to lie abashed on 
the breast of the forest avenue’s shade.  Has Shruvavati, that yellow-silk-clad loving woman, 
truly welcomed death and dissolved in the dust of this earth?  Then scorched by this evening’s 
moonlight why has that blue ashok’s blossom not turned to cinder?

“Shruvavati!  Beloved Shruvavati!”  Thunder-wielding heaven’s ruler’s nectar-
drenched voice, attempting to call a woman of earth, utters an anguished cry.  Despite hearing 
heaven’s weeping the moonlit evening’s earthly ground remains silent in a stern ruthlessness. 
Where has this earth’s clay hidden heaven’s hope?

Slowly, Vasav advances towards the blue ashok.  Heaven’s mind has tasted pain at 
long last.  Heaven’s proud desire bowing today to look at the ground has been able to see the 
object of its hymn.  That forest avenue’s wayfarer has become impatient to see his life’s desire 
once more.

That blue ashok.  Fascinated, Vasav gazes.  In the blue ashok’s shade lying on the 
ground is a moonray of earthly love.  Lovely in crimson cloth, a wedding night’s bride, with 
her coiffure’s kurubak, delicate cheeks’ lodhra dust, forehead’s sandalwood-juice mark and 
breast’s decoration, is lying asleep.  Truly, that female ascetic’s image bound in the pain of 
matted plaits has died.  Today, in the blue ashok’s shade only the form of a lover lying on the 
ground is celebrating her wedding night with her eyes’ dream.

Vasav draws even nearer and eagerly clasps to his breast a flower-braceleted arm of the 
beloved mortal woman.  The fragrance of the garland attached to the beloved’s neck and her 
gentle breath perfumes all the feelings of Vasav’s breast.  To be free forever from the vacancy 
of a life devoid of expectation, earth’s loving woman has summoned death and how strange is 
this nectar-less earth’s clay, it is death’s pain indeed that has appeared on Shruvavati’s lips like 
a sweetly smiling ray of moonlight.



“Beloved Shruvavati!” calls Vasav.
The dream of Shruvavati’s closed eyes starts at that summons’ sweet resonance.  Near 

the dying woman’s heart the lover’s distress has voiced itself like the humming of bees. 
Shruvavati’s eyes open like lotus buds.

“You have come, dear Vasav!”  The delight of Shruvavati’s fruitful desire is voiced 
sweetly like the melody of warbling reeds from afar.

“I have come, beloved Shruvavati.”
“Why have you come to mortal woman’s dusty heart, heaven’s ruler Vasav?”
Earth’s clay questions again?  This question seems to be gazing at an emptiness of 

nectareous heaven with a pained suspicion.  But heaven’s Vasav will not commit another 
mistake.  Those words, hearing which this earth’s life will be able to believe heaven, to declare 
that standing on this very mortal world’s dust and grass Vasav gets ready.

“I have come to say something, Shruvavati.”
“What?”
“I am in love.”
The forest’s breeze suddenly becomes restless with joy, the flowering blue ashok grows 

impatient.  The moonray supine on the ground, too, as if for immersing in the delight of a 
vibrant festival, surrenders herself in Vasav’s embrace.

Vasav says, “Come, dear Shruvavati.”
“Where?”
“Come to heaven.”
“I have never craved for heaven, Vasav.”
“But heaven wants you.”
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